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Figure 116 sided ventilation simulation for baseline. 102 
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Figure 162 indoor cool towers simulation and its analysis. By Khaled Almazam 131 
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Abstract: 

This master’s thesis analyzes and redesigns the current performance design of the Main 

Library in Najran University campus, Najran, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) to achieve a 

completely energy independent and off-grid building. The research demonstrates the energy 

development in KSA, investigates and analyzes the project, and studies the energy systems. 

Climate data for Najran city was generated and analyzed in Climate Consultant 6.0. The research 

examines case studies from hot-arid climates that are responsive climatically. In addition, the 

energy generation and storage systems are calculated and specified to the building and its site; 

Quick Energy Simulation Tool (eQUEST) was used to analyze and simulate the energy use in 

the existing building. Furthermore, Revit software was utilized to develop the project design and 

simulate daylight intensity for indoor and outdoor spaces. Additionally, Cool Vent simulated the 

natural ventilation for the building for the low-energy performance case and the high-energy 

performance case, and direct passive evaporative cool towers were simulated in COOLT 

software. Appropriate building envelopes, passive cooling strategies, and native landscapes are 

applied to the off-grid case. Solar power generation outcomes, wind turbines output, batteries 

size are optimized in HOMER energy simulation software; thus, this off-grid building generates 

electricity more than its use, then, stores the extra energy in batteries banks. Through this 

research energy independency was accomplished with a reduction in total energy consumption 

by 64%, and human thermal comfort levels were attained in the proposed design.  
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1 CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

Off-Grid Buildings or autonomous buildings, appeared in the 1970s as a solution to 

provide sustainable living complexes that fit in with the local environment, provides what is 

needed in a modern home in a modern society, and is beneficial for the economy. Stand-alone 

buildings depend on their design to harvest main energy resources; the consumption, recycling, 

and disposal of energy and waste is designed to have little to no damaging effects on the 

environment.(Olgyay, Lyndon, Reynolds, & Yeang, 2015) 

Alex Pike, Robert Vale, and Linda Vale are pioneers in this field. They have designed 

autonomous houses around the world and published books, studies, research papers about their 

work. After they started their work, scholars who are interested in passive design, conservation 

energy, and sustainable living from various countries started to follow them and draw inspiration 

from them. 

The term “autonomous house” was first proposed by Alexander Pike (1972), who 

investigation field was to improve a building service system that could reduce the consumption 

of local resources. 

Living “off-grid” means you rely on yourself and the energy you harvest on-site rather 

than the traditional public utility grid for electricity, natural gas, water supply or sewage. “Off-

grid” means the same thing as “autonomous”, “self-sufficient”, and “stand-alone”. All those 

terms mean the same thing: independence from utility services and relying only on energy 

harvested on-site for at least 3 things: energy, water supply, and sewage disposal at a minimum. 

British architects Brenda and Robert Vale (2000) said that, “It possible in all parts of 

Australia to build a 'house with zero amount of mony bills', which would be comfortable without 
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convention cooling, which would make the user self-relay on electricity,. These buildings can be 

built now, using off-the-shelf techniques. but it would be (25%) smaller. (2000) 

With attempts of solving the global warming crisis, the world needs energy and is 

looking for clean and renewable energy resources and ways to improve the standard of living. 

One such idea that could help is the development of an “autonomous house” focusing on the use 

of new renewable energy technology to diminish ecological impact, apply stand-alone power 

systems and use energy ingeniously regarding to construct a workable, comfortable living 

atmosphere. The houses’ two attributes are: a self-sufficient energy cycle and autonomous 

energy control to guarantee environmental comfort. The self-sufficient house, therefore, achieves 

the objectives of saving energy, decreasing CO2 emissions and implementing inactive design 

strategies with active elements needed to sustain a pleasant environment (Shang-Yuan, Chen-

Yeon, Ming-jen, and Chiu-Yue).  
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1.1 Energy Development in Saudi Arabia 

             Nowadays, the energy consumption increases exponentially because of the noticeable 

increase in the population in the world, the technology revolution, and unreasonable excessive 

usage of energy. Moreover, most of the nation depends on the fossil fuels today, which are a 

depleting resource. 

              The last two decades have witnessed a severe energy crisis in developing countries 

especially during the summer season primarily due to cooling load requirements of buildings. 

Increasing consumption of energy has led to environmental pollution resulting in global warming 

and ozone layer depletion. 

In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the consumption of energy went to the highest rate at an  

individual level last year. Thus, the energy consumption is a critical issue in the government, 

private, and residential buildings.  

KWH 

Figure 1 average per capita consumption 
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Figure 3 The relitive dirubution for suscribirers numbers, sold power, and the amount of sold power 2014 according to consumption types. 

Per Capita Consumption of Elec. Energy in the Kingdom 

Per Capita Consumption Sold of 

Elec. Energy  

GWH 

Population 

(Millions) 

Details 

for Year Percent of 

Change 

KWH Per 

Day 

KWH Per 

Year 

3.2 19.4 7080 169780 23.98 2007 

3.1 20.0 7302 181097 24.80 2008 

4.5 20.9 7626 193472 25.37 2009 

Figure 2 Per capita Consumption for 2007, 2008, and 2009. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Najran University has consumed a giant portion of Najran’s electricity because the 

continual operation throughout the year strains the city’s electrical grid. The cooling load is the 

cause of this massive consumption.  

  

Residentia

l 

Residentia

l 

Governmen

t 

Industrial Agricultur

e 

Subscribers              Sold power           Power Amount  
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1.1.1 Research Location and Site  

  

 

 

 

  The location selected in Najran city, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia’s 

location is in the south-west of Asia continent on the Arabian Peninsula. It has maritime borders 

with the Arabian Gulf and Red Sea, and borders by land Jordan and Iraq to the north, Kuwait, 

Qatar, and UAE in east. In addition, Oman and Yemen in south.  

The population in Saudi Arabia is 32,000,000 people, and most of them live in the 

central, western, and eastern regions. Najran is considered one of the growing cities, and is 

characterized with a hot arid climate. The population in Najran province is 505,000 people; 

Najran city has the majority of this population where 300,000 people live there. The energy 

demand increases year after year because of the new projects and the increases in the population. 

The largest project in Najran city was Najran University which contains the largest 

campus in term of the area, also, it has more than 29 commercial and educational buildings. This 

huge project increased electricity demand, which forced the university administration to establish 

a power plant on-site. Therefore, the considerations that motivate the author to choose this site 

include a weak response to extreme climate conditions, the lack of energy self-reliance, lack of 

onsite clean energy generation, and to generally increase the energy performance in the campus 

buildings. 

Figure 4 The project location is in Najran City, Saudi Arabia. Imeges: Googlemaps.com 
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1.2 Climate of Saudi Arabia: 

“The full spectrum of earth's arena ranges life from the rigor of the cold blues to the 

oppression of the torrid reds, and only the restful hues near green are associated with life.” 

(Olygy, Vector) 

The earth was created to be livable, and it has different climate zones so we have seen 

human beings survive in many ways. One thing is the same everywhere; human beings live in 

homes and they work to build homes. Life requires water, so people generally were drawn 

throughout history to bodies of water. All life, including wild animals need water to continue 

their biological existence. 

All living things adapt to their environment; people and animals adjust to the climate they 

live in too. In the summer-time, when most of the world gets hot, people change the way they 

dress or even where they reside to be comfortable and out of the heat. And during winter-time 

when most of the world gets cold, people seek warmth and to be out of the cold. 

Life forces all organisms to adapt. Scientists do not see nature as good or evil, but it is 

simply neutral. The study of the processes is what concerns us as academics the most. Human 

beings are being forced to adapt to a world that is running out of non-renewable resources. Only 

time will tell if we succeed. 

Mankind is not physically impressive or adaptable compared to many animals. We do not 

have many inborn natural defenses against the harshness of nature. We do not have any weapons 

against dryness or extreme heat. We are forced to use tools in our environment to overcome 
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those harsh conditions. For example, we cannot be like bears and hibernate, we must work with 

the metabolism we have, which is not that flexible. (Olygy) 

We are not the only organisms that build 

buildings. In Africa, there are termites that build 

huge structures, comparatively speaking. “Their 

towers are immense, reaching 400 times their body-

length (10 mm) which translated into human terms 

would equal 2400 feet.” (Olygy) 

people in the similar atmospheres 

encounters the same stresses as other animals.  

From Aristotle to Montesquieu, many intellectuals 

throughout history have believed that climate had 

pronounced effects on human physiology and 

temperament. Humans have adapted to endure 

extreme heat while others have adapted to the 

extreme cold. It is amazing what people can 

survive, with the right tools.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 (Bird nests react with climatic impact). Image: 

Design with climate, V. Oliygay. 
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1.2.1 Human Life and Shelter  

Mankind in the same atmospheres meets the same tensions as another fauna.  From 

Aristotle to Montesquieu, many scholars believed that climate had pronounced effects on human 

physiology and temperament.  Energy (and even a human’s rapid Mar moral character) can reach 

their highest development.  A human being postulates optimum climate rigors and conditions for 

human progress(Olygay). 

 

"Weather" is the set of atmospheric conditions prevailing at a given place and time. 

"Climate" can be defined as the integration in time of weather conditions, characteristics of a 

certain geographical location. At the global level climates are formed by the differential solar 

heat input and the uniform heat emission over the earth's surface. The movement of air masses 

Figure 6 Termites house reflects how animals responsd to climate Ideally.  Images: http://inhabitat.com 
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and of moisture-bearing clouds is driven by temperature differentials and strongly influenced by 

the Coriolis force” (A. Shady, 2011).  

 

Figure 7 General climate control strategies, Climatic Design, Watson. 

 

Designing buildings while considering climate is an old idea, and great architects have 

discussed it at length. Understanding microclimate helps designers to find a good solution to 

adapt it, and provide buildings that preform highly by using the perfect characteristics of site. 

Somewhere, the microclimate is unlike the macroclimate, but the differences between them are 

not huge dissimilarities (Lechner, 2008). 
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  In comparatively dry climates, natural draft evaporative coolers can be utilized for 

cooling residential and commercial buildings, as well as outdoor areas. however, their design can 

be time-consuming (Lewis Thompson, T., Chalfoun, N. V., & Yoklic, M. R. 1994). 

 

 

  

Figure 8 Natural draft evaporative coolers are adequate in hot-arid climates. Image: by Omar Humaidan, Khaled Almazam  
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1.2.2 Climate Changes and Energy Effects 

 Climate changes are linked to consuming non-renewable fossil fuels which produce 

carbon dioxides that were removed from the atmosphere hundreds of centuries in the past via the 

decomposition of living creatures’ organic material. (BMEC) 

One of the potential solutions to these issues is minimizing the use of fossil fuels by 

adopting energy-efficiency measures and switching to alternative clean energy sources in all 

sectors (Kutscher 2007; Socolow and Pacala 2006).  

Therefore, using energy efficienct and renewable energy technologies in buildings can 

help mitigate climate change and promote a measure of energy security in the Saudi Arabia from 

a reduced dependence on the use of fossil fuels purchased from foreign sources.  

  “Net-zero” is currently the most commonly used approach in the U.S. decrease 

dependence on non-renewable derived energy by increasing utilization of on-site and off-site 

renewable energy sources. concept Net Zero Energy Building (NZEB) concept is, consists of one 

which generates as much energy as it uses through out the year, recently has been evolving from 

research to reality. Currently, there are only a few of highly efficient buildings that meet the 

criteria to be called "Net Zero".  

Due to advances in construction technologies, renewable energy systems, and academic 

research, creating Net Zero Energy buildings is becoming more and more feasible renewable 

resources(wbdg.org). By utilizing only those renewable resources of energy and water that arrive 

at the site for providing all the energy and water needs of the building and facilitating on-site 

sewage disposal, this approach can eliminate all non-renewable energy use for all building 

operations.  
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Thus, an “off-grid, off-pipe” design approach qualifies to be used for designing a 

completely self-sufficient, stand alone, zero-energy building. Furthermore, the potential exists in 

some locations for a “carbon-neutral” or a “carbon-negative” building that generates more 

energy than it utilies during certain seasons and fully-utilizes the excess energy for transportation 

or other purposes to possibly offset the carbon debt associated with the building materials and 

construction (Malhotra, 2009). 

Therefore, an understanding of the climate characteristics is important to this study to: 

identify Najran location based on heating and cooling energy use, and availability of renewable 

resources, determine climate specific measures for energy-efficiency, and sizing solar, wind and 

rainwater harvesting systems (Malhotra, 2009).  
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1.2.3 Biosphere II 

  

https://tedcdnpi-a.akamaihd.net/r/images.ted.com/images/ted/95995 

Biosphere II was an ambitious project aiming for self-sufficiency, simulating the earth’s 

ecosystem within a closed-off, man-made building. The site sits on 3.14 acres, contains 

7,200,000 cubic feet of sealed glass, 6,500 windows and is 91 feet at its highest point. The base 

is constructed by a 500-ton welded steel liner that seals it from the earth below. The  40-acre 

campus contains 300,000 sq. ft. of administration buildings, classrooms, conference centers and 

other various facilities(http://b2science.org/who/fact). 

 Space Biosphere Ventures was responsible for its design. In July 2011, the University of 

Arizona took over the Biosphere and a generous donation from the Phil Ecology Foundation 
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helps fund operations and research. NSF and other organizations also offer grants and awards to 

support research activities. The Biosphere II is an off-grid structure depends on its site energy 

generation.  

 

Figure 9 Technospher building, biosphere II, University of Arizona 

http://b2science.org/sites/b2science.org/files/Fall2011_highres.pdf  

 

  

http://b2science.org/sites/b2science.org/files/Fall2011_highres.pdf
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1.3 Hypotheses  

1. The concept that revolves around my topic is about converting a commercial building 

situated in a hot arid region to achieve full independence in energy systems. 

2. Based on what I found in Najran weather data, and the design deficiencies in the Main 

Library in Najran University. 

3. The building has high consumption of non-renewable energy.  

4. Full independence in energy systems can be achieved if the building complies to passive 

systems, high-performance building design, and active systems, it will depend totally on on-

site energy resources. 

5. The human thermal comfort can be achieved with applying bio-climatic design strategies; in 

addition, the on-site generated energy covers the demand for electrical and mechanical 

systems. 

6. The environmental strategies and clean on-site energy sources will provide self-sustaining 

buildings that work independently, also reduce the heat island and CO2 emissions.  

7. After I applied combined low-energy strategies, I tested the building in the simulation 

software “eQUEST”. Thus, I found the design is valid to achieve off-grid building.  
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1.4 Research Question  

 

 How to achieve a high performance off-grid commercial building in hot-arid climate, 

 What strategies can be followed to achieve this kind of building? 

 Where can the designer apply modifications on this existing building? 

 What kind of active energy systems can be applied in an off-grid commercial building? 

 What energy source supplies the off-grid system in the night time? 

 How can the energy storage sizing balance be a useful source of energy in the absence of sun 

and wind?   
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1.5 Methodology  

In this section the methodology that is applied in this research, shows the sequence of the 

study. First, is the selection of the case study which is the Najran library in Najran University, 

Najran city, Saudi Arabia. The location was considered and selected due to its location in a hot 

arid region and its dependence on cooling loads. 

Second, weather data has been collected and analyzed to figure the appropriate design 

strategies that reduce the energy consumption and provide the human thermal comfort.  

Third, to find what does increase the building consumption, the simulation of the existing 

building needed to be applied to determine the deficiencies and find solutions for these problems. 

Fourth, the best ways to solve high energy consumption without sacrificing the human thermal 

comfort level is complying to environmental and sustainable strategies. 

Then, simulating the proposal solution that are utilized on the proposal design of the main 

library in Najran university. The simulation defines where the improvement in the design occurs, 

and shows where the deficiencies of the ineffective strategies lie. E-QUEST, is considered as the 

best energy simulation software that considers energy usage measures.    

Then, sizing stand-alone power system consist of on-site renewable energy generation 

and power bank system. HOMER software was used to size the energy need from the solar 

panels and wind turbines. Plus, the energy sizing for the battery bank. 

Finally, the economic analysis is the last step in this research methodology, it presents the 

cost of each system and its feasibility. Also, the payback period is measured for all used systems.  
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Research Methodology  

 

 

  

Analyze

Selection of the 
case study ( Main 

library- Najran 
University) 

Weather data 
collection and 

analysis for Najran

Simulation of the 
existing building 

Diagnose &
Solve  

Determination of  
the deficiencies 

Complying to 
environmental and 

sustainable 
strategies

Simulation & 
Design  

Simulation of the 
proposal design 

Sizing stand-alone 
system

Cost Analysis

Economical 
analysis 

Figure 10 Research methodology that is followed in this research 
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2 CHAPTER 2: Project Analysis and Investigation   

2.1 Najran Fabric Pattern extension 

  

Figure 12 Najran urban extension     Image: cpi.unhabitat.org 

Figure 13 Built area densities cpi.unhabitat.org 

Figure 11 Najran Urban Fabric Extension Pattern Images: Googlemaps.com 
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2.2 Najran Historical Architecture: 

Najran has a historical settlement back to 500 A.D. in the south of Najran Valley. The 

architecture at that time had built by local materials, for example the volcanic stones for the 

walls, and the roof made of straw and mud or leather. Between 1400 to 1940 the architecture was 

characterized by multi-story buildings in the Najran, and the building materials had improved in 

this period (Figure 13).  

 In 20th century, the industrial revolution affected the architecture in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia and specifically Najran; for example, the building structure, material, and finishing. 

Therefore, the buildings in 1940 to 2000 used concrete with steel to create modern structures that 

could carry heavier loads. The modern architecture affected the architectural pattern for the 

buildings that was established in the early time of this millennium, so this resulted large 

increases in the building elevations, especially the commercial buildings.  

   

Figure 14 architecture development timeline – Images: SACA.gov.sa 

Large glazed façades 
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2.3 Najran Vernacular Architecture: 

Najran has a hot desert climate; it is hot in summer and mild winter. During the summer 

daytime temperatures are around 95 F° as an avreage. Winters are colder but still comfortable 

with temperatures above 68 F°. During the winter nights the temperature dropes dramaticly to be 

cool.  

  

Figure 15 Local materials that used in the tradtional buildings ing najran show how they are responive soloutuion 

Images: SACA.gov.sa 
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2.4 The case study site selection  

Region: Very hot arid region  

Location: South Western region of Saudi Arabia   

Site: Najran university  

The building type: The Najran University  

Building selection reasons: 

o Improving the building performance and reducing the cooling load in hot-arid region   

o Cut about 30% of the energy lost through energy transport.  

o Building design deficiencies.  

Applying off-grid systems in commercial buildings will be an educational tool to teach people 

about clean energy and the reduction in energy. 

  

Figure 16 Case-study is in Najran, Saudi Arabia 
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2.5 Najran Climate Data collection 

Najran is a growing city in the south of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It is the capital of 

Najran Province. The population in Najran was 331,683 in 2010 (stats.gov.sa). Najran’s climate 

was classified in Köppen’s climate classification as hot desert climate. 

 

 Climate Consultant 6.0’, is a simple to use, graphic-based computer program that helps 

architects to understand their local climate. The software utilizes yearly 8760 hour EPW format 

climate data that had been created in the Department of Energy for all climate stations around the 

global. Climate Consultant 6.0 converts the climate data tables into graphic charts that can be 

used for climate analyzation, in addition, it gives recommendations based on 2030 architecture 

code. (energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu)  

Figure 17 Köppen climate classification 
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2.5.1  Najran Climate Analysis and Bioclimatic Design Strategies 

Najran is satiuated cated is the south-west part of Saudi Arabia. Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) is 

the amount of solar radiation that is received in a dirict light from the direction of the sun at its current 

position in the sky. 

 

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) is the total amount of shortwave radiation received from above 

by a surface horizontal to the ground.   

Figure 18  DNI is the highest in Najran when it compared to other cities in KSA. Image: SolarGIS 

Figure 19 GHI is the highest in Najran when it compared to other cities in KSA. Image: SolarGIS 
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DNI Solar Radiation analysis:    

Images: Najran, KSA (Climate Consultant)  

Figure 21 Monthly DNR, THR, and DR radiations for Najran city. 

Figure 20 schematic diagram represents the solar radiation forms  

DNR DR 

RR 
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2.5.2 Najran Climate: Analysis  

 

  

Figure 22 climate date for Najran City Images: Climate consultant 6.0 
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Najran Climate: Analysis   

Figure 23 climate date for Najran City Images: Climate consultant 6.0 

Figure 24 Climate Consultant 6.0 
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Temperature degree analysis:  

  

Figure 25 Natural Ven. Is recommended in winter time at late morning and noon. By Khaled ALmazam 

Figure 26 Tempreature degrees for December, 2015, Najran. Image: kacare.gov.sa 
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Images: Najran, KSA (Climate Consultant)  

Night-flush 

ventilation 

 

Natural ventilation applies 

when the average DB less 

than 75 F. 

Figure 27 Temperature degree for June, 2015. Image: kacare.gov.sa 
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Najran natural ventilation analysis 

   

Figure 29 Section looking west  - Night flush and stack affect incorporate with chimney 

Figure 28 Section looking west  - evaporative cooling  via courtyards 
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Coldes

t 

Coldes

t 

Hottes

t 

Figure 30 Heating load is low in winter. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 32 Cooling load highest peak in July. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 31 Temperature range in summer and winter. Image: climate consultant 6.0  
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2.5.3 Daily high and low temperature  

 

The warm season lasts from May 9th to September 18th with an average daily high 

temperature above 96°F.  The cold season lasts from November 18th to February 9th with an 

average daily high temperature below 80°F.  The coldest days occure in January 6th, the average 

lower 49°F and higher 75°F (weatherspark.com). 

 

  

Figure 33 Daily ahigh and low temprature. weatherspark.com 

Figure 34 Ground temprature average is an opprutunty to precool the air before use it in HVAC systems 
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2.5.4 Corrected Effected temperature  

Infrared thermal heat remains in the building materials because of the materials 

aboorbance factore, so courtyard configurations show the shading of the tinsel structure, and how 

MRT interacts with the human body in outdoor spaces. The shading and vegetation have large 

influences on the heat emissivity from the exterior materials. The heat capacity of the materials 

also influences the environment based on their thermal mass. 

 

  

Imagewww.researchgate.net 

Figure 35 Mean Radiant Temperature Figure 36 comfort zone in corrected effective temperature 

Image: Design with climate. 

Figure 37 Combat pattern and outdoor shading reduce CET and MRT because of the reduction in material absorbance. 
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2.5.5 SUN CHART  

The length of the day changes thtough the year. The shortest daytime is December 21st by 11:04 

hours of daylight; the longest day is June 20th with 13:10 hours of daylight. The number of hours during 

which the sun is visible, with numerous degrees of daylight and night.  

Figure 40 Sun Shading Chart Image: Climate Consultant 6.0 

Figure 38  daylight analysis and design for Najran sun.  

Figure 39 Analysis of the shading and profile angel in najran Climate. 
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Relative humidity percent in the air:   

The relative humidity typically ranges from 9% which is driest days.  62% (mildly humid) over the 

course of the year, falling as low as 4% very arid through the year and infrequently becomes very humid. 

The air is driest around June 18th, at which time the relative humidity drops below 11% arid three out of 

four days; it is most humid around January 21st, exceeding 51%  modarte humid 3:4 days 

(sparkweather.com). 

  

Figure 42 Low relative humidity helps to increase evaporative cooling strategies efficiency 

Figure 41 Image: Climate Consultant 6.0 
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2.5.6 Dew point 

Dew point is usualy  a better measure of how comfortable a person will find the weather than relative 

humidity because it more directly relates to whether perspiration will evaporate from the skin, thereby 

cooling the body.  The dew point typically varies from 25°F which consider dry to 49° F, also this 

phenomenon happens in dry weather. As well, it is rarely below 11°F in dry weather or above 62°F in mild 

humidity. 

  

Figure 43 high dew point affects the thermal mass efficiency to store the coolth 

Figure 44 Humidity levels in Najran Images: weatherspark.com 
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2.5.7 wind direction  

  

Figure 45 Wind rose for Najran at kacare.gov.sa f. elevation. Image:  321.5  

Figure 46 windrose for Najran, Images: Googlemaps.com. , Climae consulatant 6.0 
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3 CHAPTER 3: Definition of Energy Systems 

3.1 Energy Development  

Global climate changes and global warming are linked to consuming non-renewable and fossil fuels, which 

produce carbon dioxide. (BMEC). Minimizing the use of fossil fuels by applying energy sufficiency criteria and 

converting to alternative clean energy sources in all sectors will minimize a building’s carbon footprint. 

 

Using energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies in buildings can help mitigate climate 

change and provide a measure of energy security. 

Figure 47 Ground tempruture increses every year with a huge avreage  

Figure 48 Ground tempruture incresed becaouse the massive consumption of energy  
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The use of depleting fossil fuels sources for power generation has a detrimental impact on human life 

and climate. In this perspective, dissemination of renewables such as solar energy has gained worldwide 

momentum since the onset of oil crises of 1970s.  Saudi Arabia, being blessed with a high level of solar 

radiation, is a suitable candidate for deployment of solar photo-voltaic (PV) panels for power generation 

during an energy crisis.  

 

Figure 49 Saudi Arabia relays on the fossil fuels.  
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Off-grid Energy Security:   

The generated power in off-grid systems are higher quality and a reliable and renewable 

resource. Also by going off-grid the user will avoid power blackouts.  Usually, stand-alone 

systems have long-term energy storage to cover the sunless and windless days. 

The security of off-grid systems is very high, and it is guaranteed source in case the grid 

experiences any natural disasters. This system provides electrical independence, so off- grid 

systems depends on renewable energy. One of the advantages of the self-reliance power systems 

having the power supply close to the end use point. Finally, a risk of high level of energy 

transmission is avoided.  

  

Higher 
Quality 

Reliable 
source 

Avoiding 
Blackout

Long-term 
batteries 

Control 
energy 

transmission 
level

The source 
close to end-

user

Figure 50  Off-grid energy security diagram. 
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Energy Development in Saudi Arabia: 

Nowadays, the improvement in energy production is incredible, as the GDP of The Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia has increased so has the rate of consumption of non-renewable energy resources. 

As the GDP continues to rise, so too will the energy demands of the country. 

Figure 51 The improvement in the KSA GDP bro 
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3.2 Energy Use Intensity Benchmarks: 

 

 

Figure 52 Energy use intensity for the commercial use in zone 2B 

Figure 53 source EUI for commercial use 
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3.3 Energy Use Intensity for the commercial use:  

Figure 54 The energy use intensity for education buildings. Image: The New Net Zero 

Figure 55 Energy use intensity by building floor space. Image: CBECS.com 
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3.4 Net-Zero and Stand-alone Building comparison: 

The concept of a (NZEB), consists of one which produces as much energy as it uses over 

the course of a year. NZEB does not need energy storage or batteries because it shares with the 

electricity grid. Thus, accomplishing NZEB, is the amount of that produced on-site renewable 

energy is equivalent to the amount of energy that was consumed over the year. The electric grid 

provides reliable power when on-site energy generation does not cover building’s operation 

needs. (wbdg.org) 

Stand-alone energy building concept is off-grid, so it produces energy, uses it, and stores 

it. They require distributed renewable energy generation and battery bank. Going off-grid means 

a business is disconnected from the electric grid, Consumers who want to be not connected to the 

electric grid should be able to independently generate all energy on-site. (wbdg.org) 

 

Figure 56 comparing net-zero and off-grid energy systems, and the affect of energy storage on energy flow in off-grid 
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Off the Grid Energy Performance  

Off-grid buildings have the highest 

energy performance in the ranking of energy 

codes. The consumption of energy is highly 

restricted, so the performance of the building 

design, energy performance, and equipment 

efficiency are very adequate. Besides, 

designing off-grid system in hot climates makes 

the energy consumption controlled and 

managed suitably. An off-grid building 

includes all the four types of net-zero buildings, 

as showed in figure 54. Sometimes off-grid 

systems produce more than the building needs, 

so the extra energy will be used to charge electric cars.  

Figure 58 off-grid concept incloudes all the four N-zero types 

Figure 57 ee 
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Off-grid System and Energy Problem Identification: 

  

 The high consumption of energy in commercial buildings in hot dry religions results 

mostly from the cooling load, for example, the HVAC systems define the main portion of energy 

consumption, the ventilation fans come after the HVAC systems. Thus, the goal of this study is 

to target the cooling load and ventilation loads. The second, the low energy performance 

artificial lighting consume a high amount of energy and it comes after the cooling load in terms 

of energy consumption in hot-arid regions.  

 The energy production on-site is not enough if we have a low performance building. 

Therefore, the cooling loads can be reduced by applying responsive building designs 

fundamentals and using high performance mechanical and electrical systems to make the off-grid 

system in the range of human thermal comfort while maintaining the energy self-reliance 

concept. 
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Figure 59 estimated reduction for the basecas after applying off-grid systems. By  Khaled Almazam 
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3.5 Off-grid in Hot Arid Region Application Stages: 

In hot-arid regions, off-grid buildings require solar and wind generation, so they must have 

enough solar radiation and high winds that exceed 13 mph. Also, the systems should work 

accumulatively to provide a stable energy source. For instance, solar systems ensure the energy 

for the day time, but at night time the off-grid system needs another source. Thus, wind power 

energy generation can be an ensured source to feed the system at nighttime. 

  Moreover, high performance building design techniques must be applied in off-grid 

buildings to reduce the energy consumption. And, high efficient mechanical and electrical 

systems make the stand-alone building more applicable. Energy storage on the off-grid systems 

should be sized properly to cover the lack of sun and wind. Then, all of these stages should result 

in a feasible off-grid system.         

Figure 60 off-grid system sequesnce to accomplish full independency in energy. By  Khaled Almazam 
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4 Chapter 4: Case Studies: 

 In this research, the case studies have been chosen carefully in terms of the building type, 

the climate, and the energy efficiency. The first three commercial buildings are libraries because 

the case study that the author choose to conduct is on a library. The other case studies, off-grid 

and net-zero commercial building; are libraries and visitor centers. The main goals of 

demonstrating these buildings and their systems, are comparing the building design, passive 

strategies, and the active systems.  

The passive and active cooling strategies are targets for the designer to renovate the main 

library in Najran University, for the hot climate and to achieve energy independence in the 

building. Another system, lighting, where the solar radiations are maximized in Najran more than 

any another city in Saudi Arabia, will reduce energy consumption by reducing the artificial 

lighting in the building. This will cut more than 15 % of the energy use during the daytime.  

The process of using natural ventilation in the case studies, especially those in hot dry 

climate, appeals to the natural ventilation concept in Najran in moderate seasons and nighttime, 

to purge the air inside the building. Evaporative coolers are more effective in a dry climate where 

the relative humidity is low, therefore they can operate passively with higher efficiency, for the 

longer time of contact for the ambient air to release the latent heat in the wet pads.  
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4.1 King Fahad National Library 

Location: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,  

Designer: Gerber Architect   

Figure 61 Images: Archdaily.com 
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4.2 Burton Barr Central Library 

Location: Phoenix, Arizona 

Climate: Hot-Arid  

Architect: Will Bruder 

  

Figure 62 Images: Archdaily.com 
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4.3 South Mountain Community Library 

Location: Scottsdale, Arizona, USA  

Climate: Hot and Arid  

Architect: Richard and Bauer 

 

  

Figure 63 The daylighting in libraries is the most effective strategy.  Images: archdaily.com 
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4.4 Sustainable Energy Research Facility (SERF) 

 

 

Solar PV panels:  1.26 kW, six panels 235 W each are mounted on the walls  

Solar PV panels:  99 panels total 25 kW fixed mounted on the roof.   

Supportive energy battery bank  22 kWh as backup source.   

Hot water and electrical 2kW generrated from the hypired solar thermal and PV’s 

3.6 kW, with 12 high efficient panels 315 W each. (Forestburge.edu). 
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Figure 64 SERF utilizeid Sustainable design asppects and porper respons to verginia climate 

Imege: Forestburge.edu 
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5 CHAPTER 5: Building Envelope and Passive Energy System  

In this chapter, the building envelope will be discussed to find the most effective building 

features that affect the energy consumption in the building, and deriving the passive energy 

systems to find alternative ways to minimize the active energy system loads to archive stand-

alone systems in commercial libraries in hot arid climates. 

In most of building structure materials, the thermal properties vary from one to another. 

Concrete has different thermal properties than does mud or brick. Steel has low thermal mass 

but, it has high heat conduction. There is no doubt that the building envelope materials have a 

dominant affect. 

5.1 Walls: 

The exterior walls in hot arid regions are more sensitive parts in the building, for they 

have the largest exposure to the sun and other heat forms. Therefore, the exterior walls should 

undergo insulation strategies from received heat forms. Thermal mass delays the heat passing 

through the wall layers and by the night time releases the heat to the outdoors, and the thermal 

mass needs some insulation in the interior layer. In addition, the wall can be insulated from the 

interior and exterior alike.  

The best wall insulation type can be used in hot climates is the radiant barrier, for it 

reduces the cooling load while operating the HVAC system (energy.gov). Foam boards are 

effective when they are used in the exterior layers. Foam boards or the structural insulated panels 

prevent the highest amount of heat because their R-value are ~R-19. 
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5.2 Windows:  

  Nowadays, most of the windows are double-pane windows, and the municipality codes    

require that. SHGC (Solar Heat Gain Coefficient) is the factor that indicates admitted solar 

radiations on the window. In hot climates, tinting the glass windows helps to reduce the 

unwanted heat in sunlight and daylight. Triple pane windows with low-e helps to increase 

windows efficiency and provides daylight with less heat conduction.  

 

Figure 65 Arasteh, D., Huang, J., Mitchell, R., Clear, B., & Kohler, C. (1999). A database of window annual energy use in typical North 
American single family houses.ASHRAE Transactions, 106(Part 1). 
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5.3 Shading: 

Shading is the most important strategy to reduce the cooling loads in the buildings, 

especially in hot regions. The exterior shading devices are the best shading techniques that block 

the sun reaching the building skin or the windows. In some cases, architects design shading 

devices in interior part of the building skin, so the cooling loads do not decrease and do not 

accomplish human thermal comfort level.  

Considering the daylight while utilizing shading gives sufficient results for both. 

Incorporating light shelves in optimized shading devices make the daylight reach the indoor with 

less heat gain. Also, the views need to be maintained in west in east windows. So, windows can 

either be oriented to south and north, or they can be shaded with mesh or double skin. 

5.4 Airtightness: 

The air leaks from the small cracks, unsealed windows, and the electric blogs, so the ACH 

increases in unsealed buildings.  Tight construction has low ACH heat gain, since the ambient air 

does not pass to the indoor spaces. as well, the commercial buildings has low infiltration rate 

because of high pressure forced ventilation systems.  

 

Figure 66 sckesh shows where the ifeltration happens.  Images: sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com 
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Figure 67 Arasteh, D., Huang, J., Mitchell, R., Clear, B., & Kohler, C. (1999). A database of window annual energy usage in 

typical North American buildings.ASHRAE Transactions, 106(Part 1). 
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5.5 Passive energy systems 

Natural ventilation is the most important strategy to reduce cooling loads in warm seasons. 

The ambient air temperature is the major player that indicates if the natural ventilation can be 

used or not. Too, the dry bulb temperature and the wet bulb temperature specify whether the 

natural ventilation could be applied or the air needs some treatment by passing it through other 

passive coolers. Natural ventilation has three types of ventilation; every type has different 

patterns, they are cross ventilation, stack affect ventilation, and night purge ventilation. 

First, cross ventilation, which the movement of the air across the indoor spaces in the 

building. This kind of ventilation requires moderate dry bulb temperatures from 70 F to 75 F, and 

demand thermal mass exposed slab. Second. stack ventilation happens when the hot air raises to 

the high points in the building and pull from the high windows because of its low pressure.  

Native landscape helps to reduce the globe temperature around the buildings passively. 

The evapotranspiration effect in plants ease the ambient air temperature and increase the relative 

humidity in the air. The water elements in the landscapes reduce the temperature during daytime 

because of the high heat capacity in the water. The large plants shade the building and its outdoor 

spaces around the building. Third, nigh-flush ventilation or night purge is more effective with 

high massive walls that have high time lag.  

Radiative cooling can happen in the slabs and walls by running thin tubes have child 

water into them. Hydro-radiative cooling is a strong cooling strategies that occurs with passive 

energy in the building. The used water that drains from cool towers or the active cooling systems 

can absorbs the latent heat by radiating the coolness in indoor and outdoor spaces.  
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6 Chapter 6: Active Energy Systems  

6.1 On site energy sources 

 Solar energy  

  Active solar systems and Passive solar system 

 Wind energy  

 Wind speed in Najran could work efficiently because most of the days through the year 

are windy  

 Gravity energy (Hydrology power) 

 

  

Figure 68 Combined energy efficient on-site renewable energy sources and sustainable systems. By Khaled ALmazam 
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6.1.1 Solar System  

Photovoltaic panels are an inexpensive system, and return its cost in short period. Usually, the 

payback occurs in ten years.  Solar systems are very highly efficient in regions that have high 

Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DIF). 

 

  

Figure 70 solar panel specification. Image: revolusun.com 

Figure 69  solar panel specification Image: revolusun.com 

Figure 71 Estimation of solar generation.  Revit software 2016.   
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7 Chapter 7: Energy Generation and Storage:  

7.1 Energy Storage Strategies in Commercial Buildings 

7.1.1 Batteries technology 

The off-grid building depends on the energy storage, significantly. Since the solar 

systems go down at night time, so the PowerPack is Tesla batteries that provide solar electricity 

at night for commercial buildings, so to combine solar panels and one or more PowerPack 

batteries to power the building independently from the utility grid is a possible solution, as 

shown in figure 64.  

7.1.2 Battery Capacity  

Each PowerPack has a 210 kWh (AC) energy storage capacity, so it can cover the annual energy 

need of a typical commercial building (620,000 kWh) through the night time. 

 
Figure 72 Tesla stand-alone powe system Image: Tesla.com edited by Khaled Almazam 
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To begin with, generating energy on-site reduces the cost of the energy consumption. In fact, 

one of the advantages of this system is a reliable electric source that feeds the building 

throughout night. The amount of wind that can start the turbine operation is 6.7 mph, which is 

less than the annual average of wind speed in Najran city. Also, it provides more than 50% of 

energy needs. 
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7.2 Wind Power System 

The height of the wind tower is 30 ft. which is fit to the university campus, and it can be 

attached to the main library building. The capacity for this system is a suitable where it equals 

12V 200AH 18pcs. This wind power system, including the battery system, cost $7500 for one 

unit. Small wind systems are used for off-grid systems. The power that is produced from the 

system is: 10 KW the rated of wind speed is 22 mph. the output voltage is: 220v. 

  

Figure 73 Application of wind towers in commercial buildings  

Image:.revolusun.com 

 

Figure 74 wind towers in commercial buildings  

Image:.revolusun.com 

Figure 75 Windwheel for Najran weather. Climate Consultant 6.0. 
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7.3 Passive Energy Storage strategies:   

7.3.1 Coolness Storage for Night Time in Hot Seasons: 

In hot climates, there are huge cooling loads, requiring more intensive passive cooling 

strategies. One of these, is the cooling storage which can come in different forms. For example, 

the thermal mass, phase change material, and conductive cooling.  

Massive thermal walls can store coolness. Because dew point may be too low in it in hot-

arid regions. PCM’s that are used in ceiling store the coolness while operating the HAVC then 

radiate the coldness. Ground temperature reduces cooling load by using air-pipes underground as 

heat exchanger. 

Figure 76 PCM as coolness storage Image: 

architectureanddesign.com.au 

Figure 77 latent heat is significant factor helps to store coolth 

image: puretemp.com 

Figure 79 The high heat capacity in thermal mass can delay the heat transfer 

by: Khaled Almazam 
Figure 78 Thermal mass work as coolness storage. Almazam 
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Thermal Storage: 

Passive solar thermal systems for domestic water heating use solar energy to heat transfer 

fluid. Therefore, using solar water heaters cuts the heating load in the building. 

  

Figure 80 solar water heater works effectively in commercial building in hot climates. Image: Your Guide 

to Getting Off the Grid. 
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8 Chapter 8: Project Development  

8.1 Basecase Study 

Heating and cooling loads are mainly driven by building envelope characteristics, and most 

of the natural forces can be controlled through creating high performance envelopes. For 

instance, shading techniques protect the buildings from direct solar radiation. Thermal insulation 

stops heat transmission forms such as conduction, radiation and convection; and fenestration 

system performance can be affected by ventilation, daylight, and reduce solar heat gain. 

SIPs are high-performance panels for walls, floors and roofs. They perform efficiently 

because of the continuous thermal insulation between the two panels, which make the 

availability of having thermal breaks very low. SIPs have high R-values R-15 to R-50. 

  

  

Figure 82 Western Wyoming Community College uses the SIP’s 

as thermal insulation. Images: sips.org 

Figure 81 SIPs are consedered the best insulation for walls.  
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8.1.1 Case study location selection 

Location: Najran is in the southwest of Saudi Arabia.  

 Latitude and longitude: 17°29′30″N -  44°7′56″E 

Population: 331,683 People 

The project site:  Najran University 

The building type: Library 

 

Figure 83 Main library in Najran University.   Images: googlemaps.com 
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8.1.2   Najran university campus 

Najran university has the largest campus in Saudi Arabia in terms of area of the campus. 

It consists of 18 educational buildings, 5 administrative buildings, 2 libraries, and a residential 

zone. Most of the buildings in the new campus have incorrect orientation, and envelope 

deficiencies   The case study is the main library, it contains two stories, and is located in the 

center of the site.  
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Figure 84 building use in Najran university campus. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.1.3 Building description  

8.1.3.1 First floor plan: 

The floor plan consists of two main parts: the public part and administration part. The 

public part consists of the majority of space on the first floor and is located in the south part of 

the building. Additionally, the public zone doesn’t have any partitional wall or high ceilings. 

Besides, there is only one entrance to serve the public in the first floor; moreover, it is not a 

welcoming entrance. Also, the public zone is isolated from the administrative zone. 

The area of the administrative section is smaller than the visitors section area. In addition, 

the administrative zone is divided in to small offices which results in many enclosed spaces, so 

this design results in many varied thermal zones. Also, the partition materials could work as 

thermal mass if there are proper cooling strategies in place that could make them more efficient.  

The interior offices in the middle of this zone miss the daylight, completely. In the proposal, 

these problems will be solved. 
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First floor plan:  

Figure 85 The first-floor plan for the Main Library in Najran University  
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8.1.3.2 The second-floor plan: 

The second floor plan is mostly like the first-floor plan, it consists of two main zones: 

administrative and public. The reading area is larger than the public area in the first floor, which 

means the open floor area is larger in the second floor. The location of the reading zones is 

typical from the reading zone in first floor with a few differences.  

The administrative space on the second level is very similar with administrative space on 

the first level, but it has less area because of the entrance lobby is doubled in height. It has the 

service zone in the middle which is disadvantageous. It can be better, locating utility zones in the 

west of the building next to the stairs. Still, the building deficiencies can be fixed with applying 

better design strategies. 

The daylighting strategy can reduce the lighting load if the current walls were to be 

replaced with glass walls, or an open-floor plan strategy was applied in the administration 

section. However, using the partitions as storage for coolness makes an opened floor plan a 

secondary strategy.  
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The second-floor plan:  

Figure 86 The second-floor plan. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.1.3.3 Roof Plan  

The roof plan has a large open area that contains three skylights, mechanical equipment, 

and small shafts. This area is great if it is used for solar photovoltaic panels and solar thermal 

heaters. The current flat roof is an advantage to make the reflection ability higher than sloped 

roofs. 

In addition, the roof color is dark gray, which makes increasing in cooling load in the 

building by absorbing more solar radiations than any lighter color. Unfortunately, the current 

roof lacks exterior thermal insulation and interior roof-insulation, so the rigid foam applies for 

only the exterior insulation. 

As a solution, a white color roof is an environmental tactic that reflects most of the solar 

radiation. In addition, a cool roof is another wonderful approach that can make the roof a source 

of cooling by reflecting radiation and minimizing the cooling load. 
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Roof Plan:  

  

Figure 87 Roof plan. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.1.4 Building Elevations 

 

 

 

  

East façade  

Figure 88 The glazing in the east facade exaggerated and they don’t have proper shading. by Khaled Almazam 

North façade 

Figure 90 The entrance in the north side miss a necessary shading 

West façade 

Figure 89 West windows are in deep position but they are not shaded properly, the entrance in the north side miss a necessary shading   

South façade 

Figure 91 The arrayed windows don’t have horizontal shading, A Huge glazing in the south elevation without shading devices 
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Basecase Façades:  

The facades in the existing building have deficiencies in the glazing area, window 

orientation, and fenestration sizes. The exterior shading devices are not applied in the façade of 

the building and in addition, the building is not oriented correctly.  

 The east façade that faces a large spine has the academic buildings arranged around it. 

The visitor entrance is in the middle of this façade, but it does not welcome the visitor or grab 

their attention. On the east façade, the glazing area is more than 73% of the east wall, which 

makes the building receive a huge amount of direct solar radiation. Thus, this feature needs 

shading devices to block the direct sunlight and allow the daylight to reach the interior spaces 

adequately. 

 The west façade lacks any basic shading, and it is the largest part exposed to the 

afternoon direct sun light; plus, the window glazing is not efficient enough to block the intensive 

radiation. The large number of fenestrations in this elevation increases the air leak between the 

envelope and the window’s frames.    

In general, north elevation doesn’t receive sunlight except for few hours in the early 

morning and the late afternoon, but this amount of direct radiation needs to be blocked. 

Therefore, the windows necessitate vertical shading devices on the exterior envelope. 

Additionally, more than 30% of the east walls area is glass which creates a massive heat source, 

so the shading of this part of the north façade needs to be improved to keep the daylight reaching 

the interior spaces in the north side.  
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Controlling the solar radiation in the south elevation of  the existing building doesn’t 

meet the climatic design fundamentals. For instance, the openings in the building envelope 

promote the heat to the interior spaces which raise the cooling loads and increases energy 

consumption. Consequently, the proper shading can bring natural light while blocking unwanted 

sunlight.   

Figure 92 The south façade in the existing case doesn’t respond to the climatic design fundamentals 
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8.1.5 Building envelope for the base case 

8.1.5.1 Building orientation: 

 The existing building is oriented improperly, for it is situated on a north-south axis. Thus, the 

building has large sun exposure on the east and west with large glazing, which does not meet the 

environmental design in the extreme hot-arid climate. Furthermore, receiving direct sun 

radiation, increases the cooling loads and decreases the HVAC system sufficiency. 

  

N 

Figure 93Building shape elongated on north-south axis which unsuitable image: googlemaps.com 

Figure 96 Best case Figure 95 2nd best 

Figure 94 worse case 
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Comparing the current shape to the optimum one that responds to extreme heat, the 

differences between them is vast. The building shape misses the courtyard in the center which 

helps to mitigate a useful microclimate. Not utilizing a courtyard which has been used for 

decades before the industrial revolution and the economic development in Saudi Arabia- puts 

added stress on the cooling load of the building. In addition, the courtyards are used as living, 

dining and outdoor spaces through the moderate weather.  

A linear water element in the courtyard is a characteristic of the vernacular architecture in 

hot-arid region in Saudi Arabia. Also, vegetation could be utilized on patios to enhance the 

human thermal comfort, since the evaporative cooling and the evapotranspiration that happens 

through biological action in the plants cools the environment. 

Likewise, a building’s shape can influence the human thermal comfort level of an interior 

space. The exposure to sunlight based on the shape of the building can create a need for either a 

cooling or heating system. Also, the shape of the building can affect the effectiveness of features 

such as solar photovoltaics due to their exposure to solar radiation. Furthermore, the orientation 

Figure 98 Building shape should be 

condedered in desien prossece  

Figure 97 courtyared enhance create useful 

microclimate  
Figure 99 building shadig plays 

signaficant role to prevent the 

heat 
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of the building affects the amount of natural sunlight that rooms inside the building will receive. 

In hot-arid climates the water could be placed in covered courtyards.  

8.1.5.1.1 Windows orientation: 

Windows and fenestration: 

The current single pane system of glazing is inefficient for the building. Minimizing the 

total window area that receives direct sunlight helps autonomous buildings to get the full benefits 

of the thermal mass. External doors need to be insulated and properly sealed and they should 

have overhangs or other strategies to shade them from the direct gain. 

 

8.1.5.2 Building Insulation: 

Shading is an effective strategy to protect the building from the sunlight radiation. The 

building has sub-par wall insulation or there is absence of it altogether. The voided cement bricks 

are not sufficient to make cooling system work efficiently which makes it hard to achieve the 

human thermal comfort in indoor spaces. 

  

Figure 101 South fasade (left) misses an  apropriate shading. Images: un.edu.sa 

Figure 100 North elevation (left) lacks shading on the glazing, and east façade demands a proper shading.  
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8.1.5.3 Reflectivity: 

Light colors perform efficiently in hot climates as a reflective cooling technique. The 

building has light color which is light beige, so the absorbance is about [0.4 abs]. The roof is a 

dark color, so it is considered a heat source that affects the cooling load. A light color on the roof 

can help the building envelope to reflect a decent amount of solar radiation. 

8.1.5.4 Building materials: 

The current wall exterior material is uninsulated precast concrete panels which leak the 

heat through two forms, conduction and convection heat. Vernacular materials like mud with 

straw work as high thermal mass. Modern vernacular materials can be a solution. The thermal 

mass in the vernacular materials are higher than the modern building martials such CMU’s and 

precast concrete. 

8.1.5.5 (infiltration and ventilation):  

Perfect tight construction techniques with quality weather-stripped windows and doors 

can reduce the loss from the infiltration to about 30 percent of the all loss of heat 
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8.1.5.6 Building Envelope: 

   

Lack of roof 

insulation  

Uninsulated precast 

concrete panels.  

Windows are not 

low-e  

Only air insulation 

is used as thermal 

insulation  

Interior layer of the 

wall is hollow 

cement bricks with 

6” thickness 

Figure 102 wall section for the existing building  By Khaled Almazam 
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  Building Name: Main library - Najran 

University   

Address: King Abdul-Aziz Rd, Najran 66446, 

Saudi Arabia 

  Climate Zone:  Like “2B” (ASHRAE Standard 90.1, 2007 Page 110) 

  

  Orientation  East-west  

  Condition Areas 121,627 square ft.) 

  Roof 64,843 square ft. 

  Floor area  121,627 square ft. 

  Areas (square ft.) 

Walls: (include windows, but no plenums) 

North 

East 

South 

West 

Total walls 

  

 

5760 

6,810 

20,200 

23514 

56284 

  Doors (aluminum & glass) 178.8 

  Internal Doors  1277 

  Partition Walls 43093 

  Ratios  

Total Glass to Floor area  

South Glass to Floor area  

Area by type to Floor area  

  

38% 

24% 

66% Reading area, Offices 31% Corridors 3% 

 Building schedule for the base case.    
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8.1.6 Base case Daylighting deficiencies 

Figure 103 Figure 104 daylight strategies. image: NRL 

   

The light shelfs are not applied and the daylight is not 

distributed evenly  

The skylight need be a secondary light source 

The direct daylight reaches the conditioned spaces which increases the cooling load 

Efficient daylighting strategies need to be 

apply in the existing building 

The glare is brought from sunlight  
Images: un.edu.sa 

Figure 105 workshopesustainability.autodesck.ccom 
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Daylight Intensity Analysis in Revit Software:    

The daylight intensity is too high in the second floor of the main library, since the east 

and west walls lack exterior shading. The amount of sunlight in courtyards and large glazing on 

the east side is higher than 200 fc which influences negatively on the energy consumption, and it 

affects the visuals comfort. However, the glare is higher than the limit in west and east windows 

because of the direct sunlight radiation that hits the interior spaces immediately.    

Figure 106 Daylighting analysis for the baseline. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.1.7 Natural ventilation in the base case 

The operable windows can be used as a source for the natural ventilation. The absence of 

the outlet makes the cross ventilation perform inadequately. The stack effect ventilation is not 

used because the interior spaces are enclosed and don’t let the hot air raise to a chimney. In 

addition, the form and orientation of the building shell maximize exposure to summer breezes. 

Figure 111 Central autruim ventilation simulation for baseline and it’s 

ruduction in use. 

Figure 112 Central autruim ventilation simulation for baseline  Figure 107 Central autruim ventilation simulation for baseline and it’s 

ruduction in use. 

Figure 108 chemny ventilation simulation for baseline and it’s 

ruduction in use. 

 

Figure 110 Chemnyventilation simulation for baseline and it’s 

ruduction in use. 

Figure 109 Chimny ventilation simulation for baseline. 

Images:CoolVent 
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Figure 113 cross ventilation simulation for baseline and it’s 

ruduction in use. 
Figure 114 cross ventilation simulation for baseline. 

Figure 115 sided ventilation simulation for baseline. Images: 

CoolVent 
Figure 116 sided ventilation simulation for baseline. 
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Figure 117 Shaft Ventilation Simulation For Baseline Images: CoolVent Figure 118  Shaft ventilation, and its energy ruduction  
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8.1.8 Shading simulation for base case in Revit software 

  

East façade: Time: June, 21.  9:00 AM  

North façade: Time: June, 21.  3:00 PM 

South façade: Time: June, 21.  9:00 AM 

West façade: Time: June, 21.  3:00 PM 

Images: by Khaled Almazam 
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COMcheck Energy Code Compliance Software: 

The COMcheck software makes the energy compliance easier for professionals to 

determine the deficiencies in the building envelope. In addition, the software simplifies the 

compliance process on new construction projects and existing buildings to confirm if they have 

met the energy code.  

Najran has a similar climate as Tucson, so the Tucson weather data was used to check the 

Main library in Najran University’s code compliance. After inserting the building envelope date, 

lighting system, and mechanical system, the COMcheck gave the compliance report. The results 

show that the project is invalid which means the building envelope needs to be fixed by applying 

the code requirements and climatic design strategies.  

Figure 119 The building envelope did not pass the code  Image: COMcheck software 
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 Interior lighting validation: 

 

  

Figure 120 Interior lighting and power compliance.  Image: COMcheck software 
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8.1.9 Energy Simulation. 

 

Total electric consumption for main library base case simulation through the year is 

2,111,200 KWh. Monthly electric consumption average for the main library base case simulation 

is: 175,933.33 KWh. 

Figure 121 Energy simulation resulats for the basecse. Images: eQUEST 
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3D energy modeling in eQUEST: 

 

Before simulating the Main Library building run in eQUEST software, I conceded the 

building shells in terms of energy use area. Thus, I found that it is better to have the building 

divided into 4 shells, each shell has its building wizard setup and energy consumption. In 

addition, the shells have the same orientation as they are, so the results of shells simulation are 

accurate and precise. Another reason is some of the shells have different heights and areas, so the 

setting of the mechanical and electrical loads are different.  

Figure 122 3D Energy Model.  By Khaled Almazam  
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8.2 PROPOSED FOR THE PROJECT 

8.2.1 Proposed site design strategies  

Evaporative cooling strategies are used in indoor and outdoor spaces to moderate the 

microclimate. Shading the outdoor spaces between the buildings to enhance outdoor thermal 

comfort. Outdoor landscaping reduces the air temperature which affects the cooling load on the 

building, and treated gray water is used for irrigation and as liner water that reduces the aridity 

and the heat. Horizontal shading on the west façade can block early afternoon direct sun. South 

shading is optimized to block the sunlight and bring daylight evenly.    

Figure 123 The site plan for the propousal. Rendered by Khaled Almazam 
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Site Design Improvement:  

Well shaded courtyards enhanced the microclimate by reducing the main radiant 

temperature and the corrected affected temperature degrees. The space between buildings had 

some mitigation to achieve outdoor human thermal comfort level.  

Taking advantage of prevailing winds to ventilate the spaces between buildings, and ease 

the ambient air before it reaches the building in case the natural ventilation is used for the indoor 

spaces. Indirect earth coupling strategies: sending the cool air into recesses around towers 

through the earth tubes to take advantage of the ground temperature, is a great strategy to reduce 

the cooling load and provide fresh air for indoors. The cool water that is collected from the drops 

under the cool towers can be used as indirect radiant cooling outdoor slabs.     

The proposal design included improvement in the vegetation by considering the native 

plants. Preamble pavement, also, is a great factor to provide passive cooling convection, so at 

night time the effect of this strategy is more efficient. Outdoor activities enhanced by creating 

recreational attractions to experience the surroundings and learn about the sustainable strategies 

that are applied on the site could be achieved. 
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8.2.2 Floor plans 

In the proposal design, the designer created openings in upper parts of the interior walls 

to create channels for the daylighting. Some of the interior walls changed to glass walls to pass 

the daylighting to the spaces that do not have windows.  

Reducing the air-conditioned spaces by making some of the spaces semi-indoor, and 

using the natural ventilation to cool them. For instance, the entrance lobbies and the space 

between the reading rooms are unconditioned spaces; the visitor entrance is converted to a 

breezeway.  

Create cool storage by incorporating coolness storage in the ceiling and the thermal mass 

in the walls. PCM can be a source of convective cooling when it cool while operating the HVAC 

units, so this strategy works effectively in night time with operating the fans. 

The indoor air quality needs to be improved by using the indoor landscapes and water 

elements. The indoor landscapes lower the air temperature to 5°F – 9°F degrees. Natural 

ventilation combined with a mechanical ventilation system to reduces the cooling loads in warm 

periods. Cross ventilation applied through the east openings to the east windows. The stack effect 

ventilation works adequately in moderate seasons.  

Moreover, the cool towers are an effective source of coolness in the hot dry days. They 

operate in outdoor and indoor spaces with the same sufficiency, also the cool towers can reverse 

as solar chimney when they are shut down. 
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8.2.2.1 First Floor Plan: 

  

0 50 200 100 

Figure 124 1st floor plan by Khaled Alamazam 
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8.2.2.2 Second Floor Plan: 

 

0 50 200 100 

Figure 125 Second floor plan by Khaled Almazam 
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8.2.3 Off-grid Case Sections: 

  

Figure 129 s the cool towers sections. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 126 Section through the publice entrance looking north. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 127 Outdoor cool towers section By Khaled Almazam 

 

Figure 128 Evaporative cooler ventilation. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.2.4 Construction Wall Section for the New Design:  

Figure 130 The wall section for the proposal design 

Roof insulation 21 Ploy. 3”. 

Double skin façade 

shades the west walls 

Double pane windows   

air insulation is used as 

thermal insulation  
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8.2.5 Proposal elevations: 

North Elevation: 

Early morning and late afternoon the north windows need vertical shading devices to 

block the direct sunlight. Fabric material is used in the vertical shading because it diffuses the 

daylight. The shape of the shading represents the desert vocabulary where it is abstracted from 

the tent; it shows how mankind adapted to this harsh climate with vernacular material. 

  

Figure 132 Rendered photo for the east fasade shows the optioum shading on it  

Figure 131 the East facade windows are shaded properly, and the curtain wall is shaded by  vertical fabric sheetes 
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    East Elevation: 

The eastern sun is unwanted, so it should be controlled to not hit the interior spaces. In 

this design, the author placed huge tensile structures made of the Polytetrafluoroethylene fabric 

to shade the whole façade, since the glazing on the eastern side of the building covers more than 

73 percent of the exterior walls. The huge shading structures provide a good opportunity to 

enhance the microclimate and reduce the outdoor dry bulb temperature, and bring diffused 

daylight through the fabric. 

  

Figure 133 East elevation , renderd by Khaled Almazam 

Figure 134  the opimaized shading device on the east fasade, renderd by Khaled Almazam 
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South Elevation: 

Because the sun latitude angles change between summer and winter the south façade needs 

to be shaded by overhangs with certain depths. The profile angle of the shading device shows the 

optimum shading. The overhang is made of the same fabric martials that is used in the entire 

building, and it connected with vertical shading. 

  

Figure 137 South façade ,  renderd by Khaled Almazam 

4
’ 5

’ 

Figure 135 Sizing the shading devices in Revit, renderd by Khaled Almazam Figure 136  illistration shows the shading on south. 

renderd by Khaled Almazam 
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West Elevation; 

The west façade receives the most unwanted sunlight, and it already has large exposure. 

Thus, shading the west oriented windows block the direct heat gain from afternoon until sunset. 

Double façade strategy is a perfect solution to block the sunlight and bring the daylight. In 

addition, it provides access to the view towards outdoor spaces. The double skin incorporates 

overhangs to achieve optimum shading. Overhang tensile structure is made of 

Polytetrafluoroethylene material to diffuse sunlight in daylight between the building and its skin.  

Ideally, the double facade system creates a useful outdoor space, since the vegetation is 

applied in this space. Moreover, the weathered metal skin demonstrates the natural harmony 

integration between the building and Najran nature. As Well, the natural ventilation performs 

effectively in morning and in evening because of the low thermal mass in the metal. Too, night 

flush ventilation is more applicable in the west façade, for the evapotranspiration effect and the 

drop in dry bulb temperature.   

Figure 139 The west elevation has duble skin to prevent dirict sunlight form reaching the building exterior walls . Renderd by Khaled Almazam 

Figure 141 Double skin shading 

deveice details. renderd by 

Khaled Almazam  
Figure 140 Illistration exlpainns the daylight 

stratigies that incrporated with duble facade 
Figure 138 Illistration exlpainns the shading 
stratigies that incrporated with duble facade 
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8.2.6 The proposed 3D model: 

Figure 142 still for the outdoor shows the effect of utilizing the shading on east façade. Rendered by Khaled Almazam 

Figure 143 Moments are created between the buildings to enhance the human thermal comfort. Rendered by Khaled Almazam 
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The proposed 3D model   

Figure 145 Cool tower are incorporated with tensil stracture to combaind shading with the evaporative cooling stratigies.  

Figure 144  Native plants and permable pavers reduce the globe temprature by the convecton and conduciton cooling affect. By Kahled Almazam 
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The proposed 3D model 

  

Figure 148 The sunken areas collect the cooler air. By Khaled Almzam 

Figure 147 East fasade had chages in glazing area where it is cooverd now by trnslcent  fabric. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 146 South Façade shaded with horzantal exterior shading and native plants.  By Khaled Almazam 
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The proposed 3D model  

  

Figure 149 

Figure 151 West fasade skin is ventilated, and it incorporated with vegetztion. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 150 The roof is couted by wihite gloss color, and it shaded by the solar panels. By Khaled Almazam 
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The proposed 3D model 

  

Figure 153 white flat roofs and the white fabric reflect most of the sun raditions. By khaled Almazam 

Figure 152  The vegetation enehances the walkability. By Kahled Almazam.  
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8.2.7 Daylighting simulation for the proposed project: 

  

Figure 156 glass walls play a mijjor role to ditrubute the daylight 

Figure 155 The daylight ranges between 45 fc to 65 fc . By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 154 Daylighting stratigies make the indoor spaces enlighte evenly. By Khaled Almazam 
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8.3 Daylight analysis for the proposed design strategies in first floor plan: 

  

Figure 157 Daylight intensity analysis. By Khaled Almazam 
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Daylight analysis for the proposed design strategies in first floor plan 

 

  

Figure 158 Daylight intensity analysis. By Khaled Almazam 
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Figure 160The daylight intensity on east façade at noon shows 100 - 60 fc. By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 159 The huge tensile structure shade the more than 90% of the east exterior walls. By Khaled Almazam 
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Cool towers: 

Evaporative cooling stratigies in hot-arid climate: 

According to the Evaporative Air Conditioning Handbook (EACH) (Watt and Brown, 

1997), evaporative cooling is a method that utilizes the effect of evaporation as a natural heat 

sink when the transformation in concurrent heat and mass occurs between materials.  

Sensible heat that is carried in the air is absorbed to be utilized as latent heat necessary to 

evaporate water. The sensible heat absorbance depends on the amount of H2O gas. Direct 

evaporative cooling, the water component of the chilled air rises because air is in contact  

with the H2O gas. Direct evaporative cooling can be practical only in places with  very low RH 

(Relative Humidity).  

Evaporative cooling depends on the e phase change of the liquids materials, so the heat 

released in the water body the air temperature decreases gradually while contacting the wetted 

pads in the direct evaporative cooling. The latent heat of evaporation demands energy to find 

material like water to make energy conversion in it and change its phase. Sensible and latent heat 

transfer are affected in a direct evaporative cooling process. 

In this project, the cool towers use direct evaporative cooling, for the low relative 

humidity, and the high dry bulb temperature. After simulating the cool towers in COOLT 

software, the results show how adequate the direct evaporative cool towers are  in hot arid 

regions.  
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8.3.1 Cool towers simulation: 

Figure 161 The outdoor cool towers simulation and its analysis. By Khaled Almazam 
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Figure 162 indoor cool towers simulation and its analysis. By Khaled Almazam 
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Figure 163 cool towers simulation and its analysis. By Khaled Almazam 
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Figure 164 cool towers simulation . By Khaled Almazam 
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Cool tower design: 

  

4 outlets, 16 ft * 12.5 ft 

  

Thermal mass 
Cools down the 

air  

Water flow  
15.9 g/h 

air velocity: 
5-8 mph 

Relative 

humidity: %20  

Wall  

thickness: 
12 in. 

Shaft Area is: 
 400 f2  

Air T at Outlets  
64.4 F 

Dry bulb T 
90 F  Pads made of 

cardboard  

Water con. 

schematic design for the cool towers in the proposal design  

Figure 165 the cool tower configuration. By Khaled Almazam  
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8.3.2 Natural ventilation simulation for the proposed project: 

 

  

Figure 166 sectional prespective shows combiened enveromental stratiges By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 167 Indoor cool towers section shows the direct evaporative cooling processes  By Khaled Almazam 
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Figure 168 Outdoor cooling stratigies shows the moddifiction that happed in the prpousal dwsign. By  Khaled Almazam. 
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8.3.3 Mechanical strategies: 

8.3.4 High seer: 

The new proposal of the project has some improvements in HVAC system specially in 

the SEER; the high SEER means high effective HVAC system. The SEER in the new design is 

19 SEER which reduces the energy consumption in the building about 8%.  

 

Figure 169 High Seer HVAC system for commercial use.   Image: theacoutlet.com 

 

As a result, 222,120 KWh have been reduced through applying the high seer strategy, and 

the efficiency of the cooling load increased in the summer time. Moreover, the cost of this 

strategy is expensive, but it pays back its cost in a short time. In addition, the saving in the cost 

will be 32 % per year, and the payback in 5 years.  
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8.3.5 Energy simulation for the proposed project: 

 Total electric consumption for Najran university main library developed case simulation 

through the year is:       762,600 KWh 

 EUI is: 21 KBtu/ft.year 

 The cooling load reduced about 62 %  

 Lighting load reduced about: 79 % 

 Vent fans load reduced by: 69 % 

  

Figure 170 Newcase energy simulation results. By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 
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Figure 171 By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 
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Figure 172 The saving of each stratigy is appled in  the propousal design. By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 
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Figure 173 End use annual consumption. By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 
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Figure 175 the saving in the prpoused stratigies. By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 

Figure 174 montly electric bill. By  Khaled Almazam ,  eQUEST 
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8.3.6  Energy use intensity for the off-grid case: 
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Figure 176 Energy use intensity comparsion between the basecase andoff-grid case . By Khaled Almazam 

Figure 177 The bennch mark of  net-zero commercial library. Image: The new Net-zero    
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8.4 Feasible on-site energy generation and storage cost calculation 

8.4.1 Wind power generation: 

 The required generated energy is:   

761,194 Kwh 

 Wind power system generation is: 

For 10 KW wind turbine: 

2000 KWh per month  

66.6 KWh per day 

720,000 KWh per year  

 Saving:  720,000 * 0.08= $57,600  

 Cost:  $50,000 /$57,600 = 9 Months 
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8.4.2 Solar power generation: 

The generated energy is: 280 watt * 2350 = 658000 watts  

                                                                   = 658.00 KWh 

                         7.2 h per day * 658 KWh = 4737.6 KWh per day 

                                           4737.6 * 360 = 1,480,500 KWh per year 

In Saudi Arabia, the cost of one 350 W panel is approximately $130, the cost of all 2350 panels 

would be: 

$ 130 * 2350 = $ 282,000 

The installation cost is %10 of panels price 

The total estimation of the solar system = $28,200 + $282,000    = $ 310,200 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 178 The use of solar panels in KSA became strategical goal. Image:  Wall Street Daily.   

1,480,500 KWh x $0.08 = $120,085 

($ 310,200) / ($120,085) = 2.3 year 

Savings = 

Cost = $ 310,200 

 Including batteries ($ 310,200 + 94,000) / ($120,085) = 3.3 year 
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8.4.3 Daytime and nighttime energy use: 

Daytime has different activities in the commercial building than nighttime uses. The 

building operation in the day time requires cooling load and task lighting. After 5 PM until 6 AM 

the building energy load is the lowest, so the wind power generation and the batteries cover this 

load adequately. Thus, the off-grid system has stable sources of energy covering the 30 KWh in 

night time. Therefore, miscellaneous equipment loads can be handled in time use through the 

year. The two below figures show the energy use in day and night time in summer and winter.  

Hours  KW 

1 30 

2 30 

3 30 

4 30 

5 30 

6 30 

7 40 

8 50 

9 70 

10 70 

11 70 

12 70 

13 70 

14 70 

15 70 

16 70 

17 70 

18 30 

19 30 

20 30 

21 30 

22 30 

23 30 

24 30 

Hours  KW 

1 30 

2 30 

3 30 

4 30 

5 30 

6 30 

7 40 

8 40 

9 40 

10 40 

11 40 

12 40 

13 40 

14 40 

15 40 

16 40 

17 40 

18 30 

19 30 

20 30 

21 30 

22 30 

23 30 

24 30 

Figure 179 hourly energy use in winter for off-grid library Figure 1801 hourly energy use in Summer for off-grid 

library 
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8.4.4 Battery bank sizing: 

 

 In case 50% discharge: 

o Battery Bank Capacity: 710,000 watt hours 

o Battery bank voltage: 12    

o Battery Bank Capacity: 60395 amp hours 

3 String Configuration: 20132 amp hours per string 

 

 In case 100% discharge: 

o Battery Bank Capacity: 710,000 watt hours 

o Battery bank voltage: 12    

o Battery Bank Capacity:  120790 amp hours 

3 String Configuration:  40264 amp hours per string 

 

 210 kWh (AC) per PowerPack  

o Average Energy daily use is: 2100 KWh 

o Average hourly use is: 70.36 KW 

o The building needs of tesla PowerPack batteries is: 2  

  

 Cost: 

o 2 PowerPack cost is: $94,000  

o Estimated cost for batteries: $1/Ah = $1/0.22 KWh used 

 

 Payback Period:  

o ($ 310,200 + 94,000) / ($120,085) = 3.3 year 
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9 Chapter 9: Conclusion: 

Achieving off-grid Electric System    
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Figure 181 Achieving off-grid system in the main library in Najran University 

Building envelope optimization  

Passive cooling  

Daylighting  

On-site Renewable Energy generation 

Energy storage   

Off-grid Building 

Energy Management  

Figure 182 Achieving off-grid system process 
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Conclusions: 

This thesis has been conducted on a commercial building in the very hot-arid climate of 

Najran, Saudi Arabia to examine the ability of the designing an off-grid power system on the 

building to provide energy independency, high performance energy, efficient design, 

comfortable thermal levels, and zero harmful impact.   

Hot-arid regions like Najran require restricted use of energy, and the energy waste becomes 

more prohibited in off-grid systems; thus, the off-grid system in the commercial library 

necessitates conservative strategies to reduce the energy consumption. Therefore, the complete 

understanding of the Najran climate can allow architects, engineers, and environmentalists figure 

how to respond to the extreme natural forces. Then, they can overcome the climate harshness 

through passive strategies, for example, mitigating the microclimate and using passive strategies 

before making progress in mechanical and electrical systems.   

In this research, the author applied comprehensive passive energy design strategies which 

reduce the energy consumption in the buildings, especially the cooling loads in hot seasons. 

Therefore, the potential influence of utilizing natural ventilation during times of moderate 

weather, from mid-October until mid-March, is extremely beneficial. Moreover, the native 

landscape (plants and water features) can be utilized to cool the indoor and outdoor spaces 

passively. 

In addition, the natural light is utilized to illuminate whole interior spaces to reduce the use 

of artificial lighting, which can be integral in energy conservation. The use of proper daylight 

strategies are critical because of the possibility of heat gain, but in this off-grid design, 

preventing direct sunlight has been taken in consideration to minimize its heating effects.  
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The university library building design has witnessed modifications in the shading, building 

envelope, thermal insulation, and the interior walls’ properties. In the new design, the exterior 

shading devices are applied on north and south fenestrations, and the east and west façades are 

fully shaded to prevent direct solar heat radiations. Also, the roof is shaded by the solar panels 

that are mounted on it. Thermal insulation is applied on the roof, and the exterior walls have 

incorporated the interior insulation with PCM materials to prevent the heat and store coolness in 

the PCM.  The interior walls physical proprieties are changed to be translucent to allow light to 

pass through the space and the administrative floor plans are modified to an open-floor plan as a 

cooling strategy. 

Obviously, off grid power systems depend on on-site energy generation, so this project has 

envisioned a solar PV system and a wind power generation system. The active solar generation 

uses photovoltaic panels to generate electricity. The generated energy covers the building needs 

of daytime energy demands. Wind turbines are considered as a secondary source of energy to 

supply the building in both the daytime and night time.  

The critical time to consider obtaining energy in an off-grid building is at night time. So, 

some of the power that is generated in the daytime needs to be stored in battery banks to be used 

at night. Furthermore, the wind turbines continue to feed the building its energy needs on sunless 

days. Energy used in the evening is less than the energy use in daytime at about 60% less, so the 

night energy is designed to work on battery supply and wind power. 

The battery technology that Tesla company provides for commercial buildings operates the 

buildings with high constant supply for up to three days. Battery bank capacity is 120790 amp 

hours and with 3 string configurations is 40264 amp hours per string, also the discharge of the 
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battery is 100 percent. Therefore, the energy storage system in the off-grid library building is a 

reliable source. 

The outcomes of this research are:  

A- Energy reduction: 

1- Reduction in total energy use: 64% 

2- Cooling loads: 62 % 

3- Ventilation fans loads 69% 

4- Lighting loads: 79% 

B- Energy generation: 

1- Solar panels power generation:  

Wind turbine power generation: 720,000 KWh per year  

C- Energy storage:  

Active energy storage; batteries: 40264 ah per string 

     To summarize, the active energy systems provide the electric needs to the building, and 

the energy storage maintain the energy security in stressed times. Energy dependency has been 

achieved in the commercial library building while preserving the human thermal comfort level 

and considering the climatic response through feasible and sustainable strategies. 

 In this academic research, several results prove that off-grid power system can be applied 

on commercial buildings situated in very hot-arid regions by following the stand-alone 

fundamentals. This off-grid building has a zero carbon emission footprint and is cheaper than 

reliance on the utility grid. In addition, electricity loss transportations are minimized to 30%. 
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Then, it provides low risk of high levels of electric transmission and shortage in peak periods. 

Finally, this off-grid concept can be applied on university campus buildings as a microgrid.  

This research has brought to light the importance of integrating new concepts that focus 

on developing energy security on small scales such as a commercial building. Ideally, a self-

sufficient structure enhances the sense of security of its inhabitants in the event of a shortage or 

total depletion of fossil fuels. The off-grid concept looks beyond non-renewable resources, 

ensuring that the building will remain autonomous and self-sufficient. Although creating a net-

zero energy building is a step in the right direction, it is the fact that they are the impetus to 

creating even higher performing buildings that will pay the largest dividends going forward.  
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Recommendations: 

 The fundamentals and the rules of the off-grid systems have not been written in energy 

code yet, so the recommendations that can be considered are as followed: 

      1- Build energy code guidelines for the off-grid building users to achieve this system in 

residential and commercial buildings. 

2- Off-grid buildings need checklists like the LEED checklist with major criteria. 

3-  Promote the knowledge about off-grid systems in higher education, especially in 

architecture and engineering schools. 

Future research: 

1-  The current codes can be replaced with Net-zero and energy plus concepts, and having 

off-grid concept as a primary goal to achieve stand-alone power systems. 

2- Off-grid residential buildings require different user lifestyles than commercial ones. 

3- Energy security factors are meaningful research points.    

4- The off-grid building and community scale is a research field that needs to be taken into 

serious consideration. 
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Energy Efficiency Measures Wizard    
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APPEDIX II  

Najran Climate Data 
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